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Payout opportunities
without borders

One partner,
multiple payout options

Which payout solution
is right for you?

The eCommerce market is growing at a staggering rate.
In fact, research shows that sales are expected to reach
$4.5 trillion in 2021.1 That’s why it’s important to have a
payment provider that you can rely on.

With Worldpay, you don’t need to select just one payout
method, you can choose several depending on your needs.

As consumer behaviour evolves, so will your need to payout.
We understand that merchants are required to send funds to consumers
and suppliers. That’s why Worldpay offers a suite of services so you can
process payouts with flexibility and ease. Whether your priority is speed,
reach or user experience, we have the right solution for you.

If you want to make super-fast payouts to consumers and suppliers, we’d
recommend Visa Direct. It allows you to transfer funds into a recipient’s Visa
card quickly, conveniently and securely.

Card disbursement

Bankout
If you operate an international business and need to payout in several
currencies across the globe, you might prefer Bankout. It’s a far-reaching
solution that makes worldwide payments simple, inexpensive and transparent.

Mobile Wallets
Improve the consumer experience with Apple Pay and Samsung Pay,
which both do away with payment and address entry. We’re able to allow
disbursement of funds to a recipient’s original payment method, Apple Pay or
Samsung Pay, without requesting additional information or saving bank details.

Whatever your priority, we’ll help
you find the right payment service.
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1. ACMG, 2017 https://cargofacts.com/e-commerce-revolution-report/
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Enabling seamless
cross-border payments
with Bankout
Make payments faster than ever
before with card disbursement
Thanks to the rise of digital services and the growth of the sharing economy,
consumers and suppliers expect faster and more convenient ways to pay.
As a result, they expect the same service when receiving funds. That’s
where we come in.
Visa Direct allows you to transfer funds into a recipient’s Visa card quickly,
conveniently and securely. Thanks to our strong partnership with Visa
Direct, we’re able to offer you this service at a global scale. You’ll be able to
enhance the user experience and make payouts in multiple currencies.

Cross-border eCommerce is booming, and online marketplaces
are a key driver of this trend. They can make it easier for merchants
to expand internationally by improving localisation and logistics.
Research estimates cross-border eCommerce will grow at twice the rate of
domestic eCommerce until 2020.2 So if you’re a cross-border business, you’ll
need a payment solution that’s up to the job.
Bankout is Worldpay’s most established payout service. It uses our
extensive network of global banks to make worldwide payments simple,
inexpensive and transparent.
Thanks to Worldpay, you can payout in around 90% of the world’s domestic
currencies and deposit funds straight into consumers’ bank accounts
without having to open one yourself in each country you wish to payout
in. Plus, you can save your business money by minimising cross-border
transaction fees.
Bankout is perfect for Worldpay merchants that want to pay consumers
and suppliers around the world with ease.

Visa Direct is for any Worldpay merchant that wants to pay consumers and
suppliers quickly.

For example
For example
If speed is important to your business, once users have stored their card
details with Visa Direct, the money goes straight into their account in as little
as 30 minutes.1

An international taxi company could use Bankout to seamlessly link
all transactions between the business, its drivers and consumers.
Consumer payments can be collected wherever in the world they may be,
in a given currency, and settled to drivers in their local currency. It’s that easy.

In the future, Worldpay is looking to introduce other card disbursement
options and will be adding even more currencies to expand your payment
choices across the world.

MERCHANT

BANKOUT
MERCHANT
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1. Visa Direct, 2018 www.visa.com/visadirect

CONSUMER OR
SUPPLIER BANK

RECIPIENT'S BANK

2. DHL, 2017 http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/Campaigns/Express_Campaigns/Local_Campaigns/apem/express_campaign_spice_trade_apem_en.pdf
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Why choose Worldpay’s solutions?

Enhance the shopper
experience with Mobile Wallets
Shopping online with mobile devices is shaping the future of the
eCommerce market. Research reveals that the global Mobile Wallet market
was worth $594 billion in 2016 and is projected to reach $3,142 billion by
2022.1 That’s a growth of around 32% each year,1 therefore it’s important
that merchants are able to payout to consumers with their favourite
Mobile Wallet.
Worldpay offers payout capabilities through some of the most popular
Mobile Wallets – Apple Pay and Samsung Pay. Merchants are able to
deliver a superior user experience by paying out to consumers using the
same payment method that they originally used.

For example
If you are a retailer looking to refund a consumer for a return, you don’t need
to ask for any additional information, removing any friction and improving
consumer satisfaction. The same is true if you’re a merchant operating in the
gambling industry looking to payout winners securely, quickly and efficiently.
Not only is it handy for them, but it’s convenient for you too.

CONSUMER

MERCHANT

MOBILE WALLET
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1. Zion Market Research, 2017 https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/news/mobile-wallet-market

Speed
Pay recipients faster
than ever before with
card disbursement

Reach
Make payments
around the world
with Bankout

User experience
Deliver a superior
consumer experience
with Mobile Wallets

Get in touch
To find out which payout solution(s) are right for your business,
please visit worldpay.com/global/about/contact-us for more information.
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